Why does language not emerge until the second year?
From their second year, infants typically begin to show rapid acquisition of receptive and expressive language. Here, we ask why these language skills do not begin to develop earlier. One evolutionary hypothesis is that infants are born when many brains systems are immature and not yet functioning, including those critical to language, because human infants have large have a large head and their mother's pelvis size is limited, necessitating an early birth. An alternative proposal, inspired by discoveries in machine learning, is that the language systems are mature enough to function but need auditory experience to develop effective representations of speech, before the language functions that manifest in behaviour can emerge. Growing evidence, in particular from neuroimaging, is supporting this latter hypothesis. We have previously shown with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) that the acoustic radiation, carrying rich information to auditory cortex, is largely mature by 1 month, and using functional MRI (fMRI) that auditory cortex is processing many complex features of natural sounds by 3 months. However, speech perception relies upon a network of regions beyond auditory cortex, and it is not established if this network is mature. Here we measure the maturity of the speech network using functional connectivity with fMRI in infants at 3 months (N = 6) and 9 months (N = 7), and in an adult comparison group (N = 15). We find that functional connectivity in speech networks is mature at 3 months, suggesting that the delay in the onset of language is not due to brain immaturity but rather to the time needed to develop representations through experience. Future avenues for the study of language development are proposed, and the implications for clinical care and infant education are discussed.